
CHALLENGE N°18 – CLEANWALK/COUR 

Pick up trash and help the planet 

Volunteer to help next time 😊 
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Why this challenge? 

Do a cleanwalk or a plogging session (jogging+ collecting 

waste on the way). Have you heard about plogging 

before? 💡It's jogging while picking up the waste you 

find on your way. So if you want to combine sports and 

action for the planet, this is the winning combo!🏃♀ 

Waste thrown into Nature pollutes the soil, disturbs 

animals and plants and can eventually pollute 

groundwater😕 

For example, a plastic bag takes a hundred years to 

degrade and a cigarette can pollute up to 1056,7pt 

(=500L) of water.  

So by picking up trash you're doing a great gesture for 

Nature 😊 

We picked a lot of cigarette butts around school!  
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CHALLENGE N° 14- LOVE LETTER/BREAK UP LETTER 

Write a love letter to something beneficial for the planet (bicycle, vegetable, garden...) 

OR 

conversely a"break-up"letter to something negative (fast food, plane,...) and share it! 

  

  Why this challenge? 

Formalizing and making your feelings official by writing them can facilitate taking action! 

 

 

More letters can be read in the school library ..in English ! 



 

CHALLENGE N°18 – SNACKTIME 

Cakes without chocolate 

 (Just like you, we love chocolate but are you aware that cocoa farming is 

causing deforestation) 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why this challenge? 

Do a cleanwalk or a plogging session (jogging+ collecting waste on the way). 

 

Have you heard about plogging before?💡It's jogging while picking up the waste you find 

on 

your way.So if you want to combine sports and action for the planet,this is the winning 

combo! 

🏃♀ 

Waste thrown into Nature pollutes the soil,disturbs animals and plants and can eventually 

pollute groundwater😕For example,a plastic bag takes a hundred years to degrade and 

 

 hanks to the money  e made,  e 

 ill go to a curry house in  ondon 

and have a vegetarian dish!  orry 

 rs  strangin   nvironment is 

comes first 😊 

 ivestock farming is responsible 

for     of greenhouse gas 

emissions linked to human 

activities. 
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CHALLENGE N°7 – TOGETHER FOR THE PLANET 

Our school is in ecological transition…..it is just the beginning 😊 

       

  

Banner made by 4 PL with used /damaged 

sheets of paper 

Why this challenge? 

To raise awareness and to encourage you to 

join the cause… 


